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Lineup:
Main Vocals - Julian Jung
Guitar (Git 1) - Milan Steinbach
Guitar (Git 2)/ Backing Vocals - John Marynczak
Bass/ Backing Vocals - Tobias Welschenbach
Drums - Mario Althapp
Stereo synthesizer from laptop computer - Milan Steinbach
Additional Information
- we use our own In-Ear system, so we don’t need a monitor mix on stage
- 4 signals need to be splitted for use in the in-ear mix. We bring a splitter and multicore.
Please find input list below for detailed information
- Please mix the synths at the same level as the guitars!
- we bring 3 820w LED Fogger to use on stage
- we bring 3 strobo lights to use on stage
- we bring 2 LED Bars to use on stage
- we bring 3 risers to use on stage
- we bring a 4x4m backdrop
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Instrument

prefered microphone
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Comment

BD

for example D112, Beta
91, D4

needs to be splitted through our
in ear system. Splitter is
available.

Snare

for example SM 57, e604

3-4 Toms

for example SM 57, e604

HH & OH

Condenser in large
venues

Guitar 1

direct out from Kemper
Amp

5

Guitar 2

SM 57 or similar

4

Bass

DI

Synth Stereo

Stereo Line (DI box or
adapter)

Lead Vocals

SM 85 (drahtlos)

2

we bring our own

Backing
Vocals

SM 58

3

we bring our own! needs to be
splitted through our in-ear
system

needs to be splitted through our
in-ear system. Splitter is
available.

Cinch to XLR Adapter available

Catering Rider and additional information
- minimum two 0,5 L water bottles for each bandmember available on stage
- a warm meal or similar available before/ after the show depending on the stage time
- a few beers for each bandmember
- Travelparty is 5 people unless noted otherwise. We have one (1) vegetarian in the band.
Please make sure that bands with previous stage times keep to the schedule.
If you have any questions, feel free to ask: milan@neverlandinashes.de
or +49-177-7642634
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